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Abstract. This work proposes and evaluates a Nearest-Neighbor
Method to substitute missing values in datasets formed by continuous
attributes. In the substitution process, each instance containing missing
values is compared with complete instances, and the closest instance is
used to assign the attribute missing value. We evaluate this method in
simulations performed in four datasets that are usually employed as
benchmarks for data mining methods - Iris Plants, Wisconsin Breast
Cancer, Pima Indians Diabetes and Wine Recognition. First, we con-
sider the substitution process as a prediction task. In this sense, we em-
ploy two metrics (Euclidean and Manhattan) to simulate substitutions
both in original and normalized datasets. The obtained results were
compared to those provided by a usually employed method to perform
this task, i.e. substitution by the mean value. Based on these simulations,
we propose a substitution procedure for the well-known K-Means
Clustering Algorithm. Then, we perform clustering simulations, com-
paring the results obtained in the original datasets with the substituted
ones. These results indicate that the proposed method is a suitable esti-
mator for substituting missing values, i.e. it preserves the relationships
between variables in the clustering process. Therefore, the proposed
Nearest-Neighbor Method is an appropriate data preparation tool for the
K-Means Clustering Algorithm.

1 Introduction

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is the non-trivial process of identifying
valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [1]. In
this context, data mining is a step in this process that centers on the automated discov-
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ery of new facts and relationships in data and it consists of three basic steps: data
preparation, information discovery and analysis of the mining algorithm output [2].
The data preparation step has a major importance in the whole process and it is used
as a tool to adjust the databases to the information discovery step. Thus, when it is
performed in a suitable way higher quality data are produced, and the KDD outcomes
can be improved. In spite of its importance, the data preparation process became an
effervescent research area only in the last few years.

The substitution of missing values is an important subtask in the data preparation
step. The absence of values in a dataset is a common fact in real world applications
and, further than, it may generate bias in the data, affecting the quality of the KDD
process. One of the most used methods to deal with the missing values problem is the
mean or mode imputation [3], but this method can bring bias in the data and is not
adequate in all situations. This work shows a missing value substitution method using
an algorithm based on the instance-based learning method [4]. More specifically, we
propose and evaluate a missing values substitution method, based on the nearest-
neighbor approach, for the well-known K-Means Clustering Algorithm.

The next section presents works related to the missing values problem, whereas
Section 3 presents our proposed substitution method. This method is evaluated in
simulations performed in four datasets that are benchmarks for data mining methods -
Iris Plants, Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Pima Indians Diabetes and Wine Recognition.
The prediction simulations, described in Section 4, allow us to compare the perform-
ance of two different distance metrics � Euclidean and Manhattan. Besides, we also
evaluate the influence of normalized datasets in the substitution process and all these
results helped us to parameterize the Nearest-Neighbor Method, which is then evalu-
ated as a data preparation tool for the K-Means Algorithm - Section 5. Finally, Section
6 describes the conclusions and points out some future works.

2 Related Work

The missing values problem is an important issue in data mining. Thereby there are
many approaches to deal with it [5]: i) Ignore objects containing missing values; ii)
Fill the gaps manually; iii) Substitute the missing values by a constant; iv) Use the
mean of the objects in the same class as a substitution value; and v) Get the most
probable value to fill the missing values. The first approach usually wastes too much
data, whereas the second one is unfeasible in data mining tasks. The third approach
assumes that all missing values represent the same value, probably leading to consid-
erable distortions. The substitution by the mean value is common and sometimes can
even lead to reasonable results. However, we believe that the best approach involves
trying to fill missing values with the suitable, most probable ones.

The literature that deals with the problem of missing values describes several
works. For example, when working with decision trees, some practical results can be
found in [6], which just ignore the objects with missing values. Another approach
involves replacing the missing values by the most frequent value [7] - majority
method. In the probability method [8], a decision tree is constructed to determine the
missing values of each attribute, using the information contained in other attributes
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and ignoring the class. The dynamic path generation [6] and the Lazy decision tree
approach [9] do not generate the whole tree, but only the most promising path.

Some works about missing value classification tasks, using committee learning ap-
proach, are Boosting [10], Bagging [11], Sasc (Stochastic attribute selection commit-
tee) [12] and SascMB (Stochastic attribute selection committee with Multiple Boost-
ing) [13], which applies decision trees to the learning task.

Considering Bayesian methods and supposing a missing at random data [16], a way
to find the posterior distribution of the variable joint probabilities and the marginal
probability of the variable having missing values is treating the missing values as
unknown parameters, applying a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method [17]. When the
missing data mechanism is not ignorable [15], an imputation-based analysis can be
used [16]. However, these methods have some disadvantages [14]. First, they need
information about the missing values mechanism. Second, the sampling variability and
the non-response variability are mixed. Third, they have a high computational cost.
Some approaches that try to solve these problems can be found in [18, 19].

In multivariate analysis, some works apply the Multiple Imputation (MI) [20]
method to handle missing data. MI methods provide good estimations of the sample
standard errors, and several analyses can be applied. However, the data must be miss-
ing at random in order to generate a general-purpose imputation.

The EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm [21] can be applied when the
model belongs to an exponential family, but it has a slow convergence rate. For exam-
ple, the MS-EM (Model Selection � Expectation Maximization) [22], which plays
relatively few iterations to find the best network with incomplete data, implements a
version of the EM and uses a metric to choose the best Bayesian model. Other meth-
ods applying the EM algorithm can be seen in [15, 23].

Instance-based (IB) learning methods [4] are part of another class of algorithms
that can be applied to the missing values substitution process. There are some classical
IB learning algorithm classes as the nearest neighbor (k-NN) [3], the locally weighted
linear regression [24], and the case based reasoning (CBR) [25]. One of the most
important characteristics of these methods is that they do not generate a model to
describe the data. In other words, they do not have the training step as the other
learning methods do. Thus, instead of consulting a generated model to estimate the
best value to substitute the missing one (for each substitution), these algorithms search
the whole dataset to find the best instance to be used. This characteristic produces a
high computational cost when working with many attributes. On the other hand, as the
learning process is specific to each query, it may be more accurate.

Few works deal with the problem of substituting missing values in clustering prob-
lems. This paper proposes and evaluates a Nearest Neighbor Method to substitute
missing values - similar to that employed in [3,31,32] for algorithms C4.5 and CN2 �
to be employed as a data preparation tool for the K-Means Algorithm.

3 Nearest-Neighbor Method

The proposed substitution method considers that missing values can be substituted by
the corresponding attribute value of the most similar complete instance (object) in the
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dataset. In other words, we employ a K-nearest-neighbor method [4], using K=1 and
two different distance functions (e.g. Euclidean and Manhattan). More specifically, let
us consider two objects i and j, both described by a set of N continuous attributes
{x1,x2,...,xN}. The distance between objects i and j will be here called d(i,j).  Besides,
let us suppose that the k-th attribute value (1≤k≤N) of the object m is missing. Thus,
the Nearest-Neighbor Method (NNM) will compute the distances d(m,i), for all i≠m,
according to the Euclidean or the Manhattan distance, i.e. respectively:
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One observes that we are not taking into account the attribute xk, because it is
missing. After computing all distances, we choose the smallest one, which refers to the
most similar object in respect to m. This object is here called s, which is the nearest
neighbor. In this way, one observes that d(m,s) = min d(m,i) for all i≠m, and m

kx  is

substituted by s
kx . The proposed method can be easily adapted to datasets formed by

discrete attributes. To do so, one can just substitute the Euclidean/Manhattan distance
function by the Simple Matching Approach [26].

4 Simulation Results in a Prediction Task

We performed simulations in four datasets that are benchmarks for data mining meth-
ods: Iris Plants, Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Pima Indians Diabetes, and Wine Recogni-
tion. These datasets were chosen because they are formed only by numeric attributes
and because they are available at the UCI Machine Learning Repository [27]. All
these datasets describe classification problems. However, we are mainly interested in
evaluating the proposed method in the context of clustering problems, i.e. as a pre-
processing tool for clustering algorithms. This fact leads us to investigate the perform-
ance of the proposed method in an unsupervised way, i.e. applying the method in the
dataset formed by examples of all classes. In this way we can simulate the substitution
process in the dataset to be clustered. Thus, in all the experiments we applied the
substitution process in the datasets formed just by the attribute values (without the
class value). Besides, we also compare these simulation results with those obtained by
means of a simple and usual substitution method, which consists in substituting the
missing values by the mean of the attribute values.

Basically, our simulations consider that there is just one missing value at a time.
Let us consider that one has a dataset formed by L objects i= ( )i

N
ii xxx ,...,, 21 . First, we

simulate that 1
1x  is missing and it is consequently substituted. Second, 1

2x  is missing

and it is consequently substituted. This process is repeated until 1
Nx  is substituted.

After that, we simulate that 2
1x  is missing and it is consequently substituted. In sum-
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mary, this procedure is repeated for all i
kx  (i=1,...,L; k=1,...,N). In this way the simu-

lations can be easily reproduced, i.e. they are not influenced by the choice of random
samples. Besides, if there is a set of objects whose distances d(m,i) are equal the sub-
stituted value comes from the first object of this subset, in the sense that the algorithm
starts from the first object in the dataset and goes until the last one. After the substitu-
tion process, one has two datasets (the original one and the substituted one) and it is
possible to verify how similar the substituted values are compared to the original ones.
In this sense, we calculate the absolute difference between the substituted value and
the original one, obtaining an average error for each attribute � considering all possi-
ble substitutions. These errors are shown by means of graphics.

Obviously the method is sensitive to the distance function choice. Therefore, in this
paper we compare the results obtained by two distance functions that are commonly
used: the Euclidean (1) and the Manhattan (2). Another important issue is about nor-
malization, which is merely an option that may or may not be useful in a given appli-
cation [26]. In order to evaluate its influence in the substitution process, we compare
the results obtained in the original values with those obtained with the normalized
ones. In this sense, we convert all the attribute values into the range [0,1], using a
linear interpolation.

4.1 Iris Plants

This database consists of 3 classes (Setosa, Versicolour and Virginica), each one
formed by 50 examples of plants. There are 4 attributes (sepal and petal length and
width). The class Setosa is linearly separable from the others, whereas the classes
Versicolour and Virginica are not linearly separable from each other. Figures 1 and 2
show that, in all experiments, the Nearest-Neighbor Method (NNM) provided lower
prediction errors than the substitution by the mean. Considering the normalized data,
the Euclidean distance provided better results than the Manhattan distance in attributes
A3 and A4, whereas in the original data the Euclidean distance provided better results
in attributes A1 and A3. If one compares the results obtained by means of normalized
and original data, the normalized data provided better results in attributes A1 and A2
(Euclidean), as well as in A3 and A4 (Manhattan).
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Fig. 3. Wisconsin Normalized. Fig. 4. Wisconsin Original.

4.2 Wisconsin Breast Cancer

In this database each object has 9 attributes and an associated class label (benign or
malignant). The two classes are known to be linearly inseparable. The total number of
objects is 699 (458 benign and 241 malignant), of which 16 have a single missing
feature. We removed those 16 objects and used the remaining ones to simulate the
substitution of missing values. Figures 3 and 4 show that, in all experiments, the NNM
provided better results (lower prediction errors) than the substitution by the mean.
Considering the normalized data, the Euclidean distance provided better results than
the Manhattan distance in attributes A5, A6 and A7, whereas in the original data the
Euclidean distance provided better results in attributes A1, A4, A5, A6 and A7. If one
compares the results obtained by means of normalized and original data, the normal-
ized data provided better results in attributes A3, A5, A6 and A8 (Euclidean), as well
as in A1, A3, A4, A6, A7 and A8 (Manhattan). It is also necessary to say that, in the-
ory, the results obtained in the original and in the normalized dataset should be equal,
because all attribute values in this dataset belong to the set {1, 2,�, 9}. However,
small differences were observed due to rounding errors that occur in the normaliza-
tion process. In fact, the NNM can also be employed in datasets formed by discrete
ordinal attributes [26], and the simulations performed in the Wisconsin Breast Cancer
dataset illustrate this property.

4.3 Pima Indians

This example represents a complex classification problem. The dataset contains 768
examples � 500 meaning negative conditions for diabetes (class 1) and 268 showing
positive conditions of diabetes (class 2). Each example contains 8 attributes plus the
class label. Figure 5 shows that the NNM provided better results than the substitution
by the mean in attributes A1, A4, A5 and A8. Figure 6 shows that the NNM provided
lower average prediction errors than the substitution by the mean in attributes A4, A5
and A8 (just for Manhattan distance). The substitution errors for A7 do not appear in
any figure because they are very low (less than 0.33). Considering the normalized
data, the Euclidean distance provided better results than the Manhattan distance in
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attributes A1, A4 and A7, whereas in the original data the Euclidean distance provided
better results in attributes A3-7. If one compares the results obtained by normalized
and original data, the normalized data provided better results in A1, A2, A4, A7 and
A8 (Euclidean), as well as in A1, A3-8 (Manhattan).

4.4 Wine Recognition

In this database each object has 13 attributes and an associated class label (1, 2 or 3).
The total number of objects is 178 (59 � class 1, 71 � class 2, 48 � class 3). Figure 7
shows that the NNM provided better results than the substitution by the mean in at-
tributes A1-2, A4 (just for Manhattan distance), A5-13. Figure 8 shows that the NNM
provided lower average errors than the substitution by the mean in attributes A1 (just
for Manhattan distance), A6-7, A10-11 (just for Manhattan distance), A12-13. Con-
sidering the normalized data, the Euclidean distance provided better results than the
Manhattan distance in attributes A1, A5-7, A10-13, whereas in the original data the
Euclidean distance provided better results just in attribute A2. If one compares the
results obtained by means of normalized and original data, the normalized data pro-
vided better results in all attributes when the Euclidean distance is applied, as well as
in 12 attributes (less A13) when the Manhattan distance is applied.
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4.5 Discussion

In general, the prediction simulation results showed that the NNM provided better
results than the use of the mean. In fact, the NNM provided better results in all ex-
periments involving the datasets Iris Plants and Wisconsin Breast Cancer. In the Wine
Recognition dataset the NNM provided lower average errors in 65.38% of the ex-
periments, whereas in the Pima Indians Diabetes the NNM provided lower average
errors in just 34.38% of the experiments. Considering all the performed experiments
(for each attribute, each distance metric and each dataset - normalized and original),
the NNM provided better results than the substitution by the mean in 71.32% of the
cases.

Another aspect that was investigated deals with the use of two different distance
metrics: Euclidean and Manhattan. In order to compare the obtained results, let us
consider that we performed four experiments for each dataset (two for normalized and
two for original). Thus, we can compute the number of times, for each attribute, in
which one metric surpass the other one. Doing so, we observed that in 57.35% of the
experiments the Manhattan Distance provided lower errors than the Euclidean one.
Besides, the Manhattan distance is computationally more efficient and should be pre-
ferred. Finally, we also compared the results obtained in normalized datasets with
those obtained in the original datasets and we observed that normalized datasets pro-
vided better results in 75% of the experiments.

In summary, we verified that in most simulations: (i) the NNM provided better re-
sults than the substitution by the mean; (ii) the Manhattan distance is a better metric
that the Euclidean one; (iii) it is better to employ normalized datasets. Although the
prediction evaluation is relevant and valid, it is not the only important issue to be
analyzed. In this sense, one of the most important aspects is that the substitution
method must generate values that least distort the original characteristics of the origi-
nal sample [28]. This being the case, we are also interested in evaluating if the substi-
tution process preserves the between-variable relationships, which, in our study, are
defined by the clustering process. This aspect is approached in the next section.
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5 Simulation Results in a Clustering Process

The substituted values should preserve the between-variable relationships. In a clus-
tering process, it means that the natural clusters should be preserved, i.e. the imputed
values should not change the group that the object really belongs to. In order to evalu-
ate this aspect, one has to suppose that the natural clusters are a priori known. If real-
world datasets are considered, it is a hard task to find the natural, correct clusters. As
previously mentioned, we have employed classification datasets in our simulations,
considering that the classes form the natural clusters. Thus, one can verify to what
extent the K-Means is capable of finding the correct clusters, which are defined by
each class. In this sense, we propose to compare the Average Classification Rates
(ACRs) obtained by the K-Means Algorithm in the original dataset with those obtained
in the substituted datasets, which are formed by the procedure described in Section 4.
When the NNM is concerned, we have employed the Manhattan distance and normal-
ized datasets, which, in our experiments, provided better results when one evaluates
the substitution method as a prediction task.

Our clustering simulations were performed by means of the WEKA System [29],
using the K-Means Algorithm with the default parameters and considering that the
number of clusters is equal to the number of classes, defined by each employed da-
taset. Table 1 shows the simulation results both in the original and in the substituted
datasets. In most cases, the ACRs obtained in the original datasets were very similar to
the ones obtained in the substituted datasets, what indicates that the NNM provides
unbiased estimates of the missing values. Bad results were just observed in the Pima
Indians Dataset, which represents a very difficult classification problem [30]. How-
ever, our main goal was not to evaluate the performance of the K-Means Algorithm,
which is well known. Instead, our objective was to evaluate how suitable is the NNM
� as a data preparation tool - to the K-Means Algorithm. In this sense, one important
aspect to be observed is the ACR difference between the original and the substituted
dataset - 14.46%, which can be considered an estimate of the inserted bias in this
dataset.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper described and evaluated a Nearest-neighbor Method (NNM) to substitute
missing values in datasets formed by continuous attributes. The proposed method
compares each instance containing missing values with complete instances, using a
distance metric, and the closest complete instance is used to assign the missing attrib-
ute value.

We evaluated the proposed method by means of simulations performed in four da-
tasets that are benchmarks for data mining methods. First, we considered the substitu-
tion process as a prediction task. In that manner, we employed two metrics (Euclidean
and Manhattan) to simulate substitutions both in original and normalized datasets.
These substitutions were compared with a usually employed method, i.e. using the
mean value. Besides, we evaluated the efficacy of the proposed method both in origi-
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nal and normalized datasets. In summary, these simulations showed that in most cases:
(i) the NNM provided better results than the substitution by the mean; (ii) the Man-
hattan distance is a better metric that the Euclidean one; (iii) it is really better to em-
ploy normalized datasets. Thus, our simulations suggest that a NNM based on the
Manhattan distance and on normalized datasets provide better results. In this sense,
the Euclidean metric is more influenced by outliers than the Manhattan one, and some
attributes can have undue weights if the dataset is not normalized.

Table 1. Average Classification Rates (ACR): K-Means Algorithm

Dataset ACR (%)
Original

ACR (%)
Substituted

(Original � Substituted)

Iris Plants 88.00 89.33 -1.33 %
Wisconsin Breast Cancer 96.19 95.90 +0.29 %

Pima Indians Diabetes 66.80 52.34 +14.46 %
Wine Recognition 94.38 95.51 -1.13 %

Although the prediction results are relevant, they are not the only important issue to
be analyzed. In fact, one of the most important aspects is that the substitution method
must generate values that least distort the original characteristics of the original sam-
ple [28], i.e. the substituted values should preserve the between-variable relationships.
In our work, we evaluated this aspect in the context of the K-Means Algorithm, per-
forming clustering simulations and comparing the results obtained in the original da-
tasets with the substituted ones - using the Manhattan distance and normalized da-
tasets. These results indicated that the proposed method is a suitable estimator for
missing values, i.e. it preserves the relationships between variables in the clustering
process. Therefore, the NNM is a suitable data preparation tool for the K-Means Al-
gorithm.

Considering our future work, there are many aspects that can be further investi-
gated.  One important issue is to evaluate the best number of neighbors, i.e. the best K
value in the K-nearest-neighbor method. In this sense, we are also going to evaluate
the substitution process in the context of other learning algorithms. Besides, we are
going to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method in datasets with more missing
values, comparing the NNM results with those obtained with other substitution meth-
ods. Another important aspect is to investigate the results of the substitution process
when the method is applied in the examples of each class separately, because this
methodology can be useful in classification tasks. Besides, we are going to evaluate
the NNM in discrete datasets, applying the Simple Matching Approach [26] as the
distance metric.
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